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these attributes; since a process always proceeds from a
higher potential to a lower, the energy-concept includes
the idea of a determined, directed process eo ipso. It is
the same with the libido-concept, which merely signifies
the energy of the process of life. Its laws are the laws of
vital energy. Libido as an energy concept is a quantita-
tive formula for the phenomena of life, which are naturally
of varying intensity.
Like physical energy, libido passes through every con-
ceivable transformation; we find ample evidence of this
in the phantasies of the unconscious and in the myths.
These phantasies are primarily self-representations of the
energic transformation processes, which follow their
natural and established laws, their determined " way" of
evolution. This way signifies both the line or curve of
the optimum of energic discharge as well as the corre-
sponding result in work. Hence this " way" is simply
the expression of flowing and self-manifesting energy.
The way is Rita, the " right way ", the flow of vital energy
or libido, the determined course upon which the ever-
renewing process is possible. This way is also destiny,
in so far as destiny is dependent upon our psychology,
It is the way of our vocation and our law.
It would be quite wrong to assert that such- an aim
is merely naturalism, by which one means a complete
surrender to one's Instincts. An assumption is herewith
involved that the instincts have a constant "downward"
tendency, and that naturalism is a non-ethical rechute
upon an inclined plane. I have nothing against such an
interpretation of naturalism, but I am bound to observe
that the man who is left to his own devices, and has
therefore every opportunity for backsliding, as for instance
the primitive, not only has a morality and a legislation
but one which in the severity of its demands is often
considerably more exacting than our civilized morality

